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Propositions 
Accompanying the dissertation 
Peeking behind the horizon: a study of black holes in the AdS/CFT correspondence 
 
1. Encountering mirror operators describing physics in empty AdS builds a strong case 
for black hole complementarity and the safe crossing of a black hole horizon. (Chapter 
4) 
 
2. With heavy operators on the boundary CFT one can create a static (BTZ) black hole in 
the bulk or an oscillating black hole. (Chapter 5) 
 
3. Large scale non-locality is an essential feature of quantum gravity. (Chapter 3) 
 
4. The AdS/CFT correspondence and its predictions makes one think SUSY should be 
there, however the roundness of the electron makes one doubt.  
 
5. The conservation law most often encountered is that of the conservation of misery. 
 
6. Time given to spend on a topic seems inversely proportional to the audience size 
(teaching VS publishing).  
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